ABSTRACT:
Although cancer is a disease that can afflict a person of any age, the prevalence is skewed to later age groups. As Australia’s population both grows and shifts demographically, greater cancer treatment services will be required, including in Tasmania. Medical Physicists are fulfilling a key role in the expansion and ongoing delivery of such services across the nation, and within the state.

A Medical Physicist specialises in the application of the concepts and methods of physics to the diagnosis and treatment of human disease. Another way of looking at it is the medical physicist forms a bridge between fast evolving medical technology (and its use of physics principles) to more “mainstream” clinical professions.

This talk will take a quick look through the Medical Physics Disciplines of Therapy, Diagnostic Imaging, Medical Nuclear and Medical Health, before focussing on the author’s specialty – Therapy – and the dramatic advances that have occurred over the past decade in linear accelerator technology and computer optimisation of treatment. We will then look at work underway at Royal Hobart Hospital to expand on our current service provision, bring Tasmania recent advancements in therapy and imaging technologies (sometimes combined!), and how we will use these technologies to implement world leading cancer treatment techniques.
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